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Gather a team of the world's most dangerous imprisoned supervillains, provide them with the
most powerful arsenal in the world. Use exciting new special effects to take on Iron Man and

save the world from destruction!. The Incredible Hulk first appeared in Avengers: Age of Ultron,
The Avengers, and Age of Zombies in 2019, with two sequels released in 2018. If you notice an

error, select the required text and press Ctrl+Enter to report it to the editors. Login to post a
comment And if this is not his first victory over someone who can no longer be harmed, then I
strongly doubt that this is the winner. He seemed to win over someone who does not exist at all,

an angel who lives forever. And he can hardly call anything a winner. Ilya25 : "And then, of
course, the three most terrible villains in the world, well, in comics, and even in the book. Super

evils, everyone keeps his word. Iron Man is not at all the hero he could be, until we found out that
initially he's just a supervillain. The one that makes nasty villains. If he really was the hero we all

know from the comics, where he's good, he'd be like this now!" So that you understand about
"Resident Evil" - this is a series, not a film in which there is neither a "hero" nor a "villain". It is
logical that the series is better and, in general, this is not a movie. I do not quarrel with people

who read comics and stand in solidarity with them. But about the bad villains, they are all villains,
from fabulous to obvious. I donâ€™t argue, comics were really so popular that they could give
rise to many clones and imitators among children, but still this is a completely different matter,
itâ€™s not just â€œthe sameâ€�, but â€œall the sameâ€� - in plot and appearance. And it's
not Marvel, it's DC. So yes, you can't argue with them. But I gave the example of "exclusively"
comics about superheroes. And so, even in the most exemplary American film, something like

"Gotham" or "Ever-lames" is present without fail
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